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Background

Gender medicine is currently everywhere in medical publications, both as a
field of its own right and as a perspective for studies. Guidelines exist, but
some points are unclear. This review tried to take cardiology into particular
consideration but publications from outside had to be included to present
an overview.
In medicine, sex is determined at birth and remains constant by definition; sex changes are occasionally considered for studies, but the former
gender is still used as the basis for appraisal[1].
To people brought up in most societies, the categories “man” and “woman” appear quite unambiguous. However, further study reveals that transvestitism (wearing insignia associated with the other gender), transgender
(enacting the other gender), and transsexual (changing the own body to
characteristics of the other sex) behaviour is known and more or less openly
exercised. Sex and gender are perceived as identical and natural invariants,
however transgressions have always been known. Furthermore, biological sex
can also be discursively deconstructed and different theories have prevailed
in history (e. g. Galen’s one sex theory vs a modern dichotomous discrimination)[2].
From a cultural studies’ perspective, a person’s gender is an interactive
enactment of social behaviour; any gender differences stem from socialisation as one of two genders and successive interactive manifestation. This
enactment is reflective: it is equally important to act male/female and to
recognize the other person(s) as male/female (from studies with transsexuals, it has been determined that it is more shameful to be seen as no
gender at all than as the wrong gender, which provides a plausible explanation why transgender is relatively common, while people without gender
virtually don’t exist[3]).
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In theory, a gender perspective should be applied to most all fields of
evidence based medicine (EBM). In studies a distinction should be made
between “sex differences” (SD) dependent on the biological gender of the
patients (male/female) and “gender differences” (GD) dependent on the
social gender (often described as masculine/feminine). However, if the influence of social gender is not clear, it has been established as good practice to
label such studies with “gender” rather than “sex” or an intermediate. Therefore in practice now many studies purvey a “gender medicine” perspective,
however the extent of the social vs biological influence is often left unclear, since EBM relies on the positivistic approach of the medical field and
reflective social manifestation is hard to measure[4]. However, external measurements from other sciences have frequently been used as dependent and
independent variables for medical studies, e. g. socioeconomic status (SES).
Guidelines detailing the use of terms and approach have been published at
Monash University, Australia[5].
To evaluate the current practice with respect to the discrimination of
SD vs GD, three publications were evaluated.
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Results

The first study analyzed is an evaluation of the Coronary Artery (Disease)
Risk Development in (Young) Adults (CARDIA) study evaluating a possible connection between SES and pulmonary function. Gender was evaluated
as an independent variable, whereas SES was taken into account as an independent surrogate parameter as, to quote, “Factors contributing to poor
pulmonary function have not yet been elucidated fully.” Significant differences for both independents were shown, pulmonary status for women only
increased at a higher SES than for men[5].
Lori Mosca’s Evidence-Based Guidelines for Cardiovascular Disease Prevention in Women[6] have detailed EBM data on risk assessment and parameters, however social and psychological parameters have hardly been taken
into account with the notable exception of depression. This is not astonishing, as the report is based on physiological studies; however, it leaves the
question of sex vs gender differences (or recommendations, in this case) wide
open.
Because it is indexed with the term “gender mainstreaming” I also included a diploma thesis from the Medical University of Vienna. Verena Altmann’s work deals with sorting drinkers into four categories, stating that
“women were significant[ly] more often assigned to type III (‘model of depression’, men type IV (‘cerebral damage’)”, however, no explanation is
proposed, although other studies come to similar conclusions. Further studies (or further analysis of the data collected) are however recommended on
the final page[7].
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Conclusions

The use of the term gender for both the social and the combined social/biological meanings in gender medicine leads to the expected confusion.
Unfortunately, the recommendations have no differentiation term for the
conglomerate, either[5]. Therefore, in conscious or inadvertent use of these
guidelines, usually biological sex is taken as the invariant, while outcome
is labelled in terms of gender difference. Further studies upon the effects
of reflective gender interaction patterns on medical parameters is therefore
recommended. Factors like different time management, education and access to health care within and between genders might have to be taken into
account.
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